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Tnt^roiuctiwi 

The purpose of this paper is to look more closely into one aspect of the condi- 

tions governing th«.  activities of industrial enterprises oper ting under licensing 

arrangement c. 

These conditions are greatly influenced by the terms of the agreements concluded 

with the licensing firms, a critical area of mich agreements being the specified method 
of payment. 

In the course of time, both parties incur the consequences of the provisions which 

go into effect upon conclusion of tho agreement:    in the case of the licensor, thoee 

which he has required of the license*;    in the case of the licensee, those which he 

has undertalcen to fulfil. 

To the degree that these provisions prove :îrcalistic", the agreement can be imple- 

mented without unsettling pressure from either party, but if the data and judgements 

upon which expectations were based are later belied by the facts,  conditions are bound 

to arise in which one or both parties will suffer economic loss, possibly leading to a 

break in relations and termination of the partnership. 

The aim of this paper is to  shed light on the logic behind the selection of a 

particular method of payment under a licensing agreement.   Many additional factors 

requiring analysis fall outside the scope of these remarks, whose broad purpose is to 

express certain factors which aro usually regarded as purely subjective in the fono of 

objective and exploit variables. 

The ne::t   step after this analysis would be to interpret real figures - the 

royalties and fixed fees actually negotiated on the basis of expectations and operating 

conditions in different areas of activity.   The purpose of this is not only to gain an 

understanding of the actual process, but also to guide it towards the kind of rational 

functioning that can guarantee to the parties involved - and thus to the entire econcay - 

an efficient use of their resources. 

The different methods of parent 

Enterprises usually pay for technology in one of the following ways I 

1. Thf  lump-sua pv.;.7nent • of a firei fe~ nod.», at the beginning of the operation; 

2. Payment of e. predetermined fee to bo remitted over an agreed number of 
periodio instalments; 
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3«     Royalties on the valuo  of sales, 

4«      Royalties on the number of units sold or produced; 

5»     Payment  of an initial fen and royalties on salees or quantities; 

6.     Periodic fixed fee plus royalties on cales or quantities whenever 3uch 

sales or quantities exceed previously agreed lower limits; 

7«      Payment   of an initial  fee plus a fixed periodic fee plus royalties on 

sales or quantities after these  roach a certain level. 

Close examination of these methods of payment reveals that they arc no more than 

variants or combinations of two basic principles:    the payment of a fee determined in 

advance, or the payment of a feo which is not determined in advance but is calculated 

over a period of time in accordance with certain variable factors. 

These two basic principles,  appear alternatively or jointly in the methods of 

payment listed above, the particular way in which thoy are applied depending mainly 

on the licensor's degree of monopoly, the amount of information available to the 

lioeneee and the conditions under which he operaten,  and finally the perception of 

these conditions by bet h parties. 

Any financial assistance offered to the purchaser by the seller of the technology 

nay also bo relevant, as might te the case in methods 2, 6 and 7.    By way of illustra- 

tion, method 2 - the payment of a prearranged fee over an agreed number of periodic 

instalments - is conceptually identical to method 1, the only difference being that the 

agreed fee is paid over time and may inclw'.e an additional amount as interest.«!/ 

Under methods 1 and 2, the licensor enjoys the greatest  guarantee of a fixed 

return for his technology, regardless of the economic success of its application.    Por 

his part, the licensee assumes an obligation to the licensor binding him to meet the 

eoonomic conditions imposed, regardless of how he applies the know-how he has purchased. 

This dissociation of the licensor from the commercial success or failure of the 

technology he sells means that, in the event of success, he receives no further pay- 

sent over and above the sum initially negotiated. 

1/   Wo shall employ the terms "licensor" and "licensee" even when it might be 
»ore acourate to say "buyer" and "seller" or "giver" and  'recipient". 
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In short, the  licensor in this case nay bo raid to obtain a guaranteed return 

whatever the result,   in exchange for forfeiting the  right to profit from the licensee's 

skill  in economic management.    The latter,  or. the other hand, acquires the right to 

full enjoyment of hi;; potential economic sv--cess in  return for the  rink of having to 

pay even in the event   of failure. 

Conceptually opposite to methods 1 and .. are methods 3 and 4, which involvo 

straight  royalties on either salen or quantities.    Although it is true that these 

methods rarely occur in the form ut .»ted, but are usually combined with the first two 

(vide methods S,  Ò and '/), they ar.  included here  in order to clarify the basic issues 

so that more "omplex cases may be  interpret od. 

Straight royalties, whether on sal..s or cfuantititios, thus imply a licensor- 

licensee relationship different from that which arises when a fixed fee  is paid. 

A graphic representation,   using    a co-ordinate  system,  of the behaviour of 

licensor and licensee might take the. fcrm of Figure  1,  whore the possible royalty 

levels,   in percentages or absolut-, unit values, are  laid off along the axis of abscissas, 

and the possible total agreed fee values (for er.ajnplo,   in dollars) - along the axis of 

ordinates.    The result will be a region of "fixed fec-royalty:i points describing the 

negotiating options available to both parti-;.3.    Each side's exact negotiating position 

will depend on its perception of the facta,  its capabilities and potential, and its 

risk and profit preferences, taking into account the  implications, for both parties, 

of the basic methods  of payment. 

In the case, therefore,  of a hypothetical buoinccs transaction under consideration 

between a potential licensor and license-',  each party may be assumed to havo its 

"private" position regarding profit  and safety (no-risk) margins, both desirable and 

objectively possible.    Further,  assuming that this is true and considering that the two 

parties aro at differing stages of development, jrobably operate on different scales 

and rely on different  data,  each will  envisage the transaction in the form of a curve 

reflecting its preference for a given method of payment  according to its assessment  of 

the  situation and the variable factors alluded to above. 

One may thus imagine a situation in which a potential licensee, for reasons such 

as ignorance of the technology, the instability of the current economic scene and the 

relatively limited importance of his enterprise in the market, feels l>3ss than 

i 

Î 
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certain of success    His inclination, on the basis of this subjective evaluation, will 

bo to offer a high royalty figure so as to avoid the need to pay should ho fail.    On I 

the other hand, he will be willing to pay r. fixed fü0 cnly if it  iß ao low that iU , 

loss,  in the event of failure, will net bo critical.    The curve representing this 
situation might look like curve pr in Figure 1. 

It will be noted that« 

1. The licensee will agree to pay a maximum royalty of r per cent or a 

maximum fixed feo of p dollars if obliged to select a "straight" parent formula; 

2. The license; will agree to any arrangement  located on or bolow his pr curve, 

which is a reflection of hin perception of the market  and his place and opportunity 
in it  (shaded area). 

Since the licensor also makes his own assessment  of the market, the chances of 

his technology's proving successful and the potential licensee's business acumen, 

these evaluations will lead him to a preference which is likely to favour the pajmont 

cf royalties, even if modest, provided he has confidence in the licensee's ability, 

in the technology itself and in the strength of the market.    Under these conditions, 

the licensor will be willing to make available his specialized knowledge in return 

for a predefined fixed fee only if it  is high enough to compensate him for the los. 
of royalties which would in all likelihood become due. 

The PR curve in Figure 2 might well describe the kind of licensor preference we 
have been discussing.    It  shows that« 

1. The smallest fixed fee or lowest royalty the licensor will accept, assuming 

he agrees to a "straight" payment formula, will be P dollars or R per cent, 
respectively; 

2. The licensor will accept any arrangement located on or above his PR curve, 

which limits the options acceptable to him in the light of his assessment of the 
situation (dotted area). 

Ilotci    Although for ease of presentation the preference curves have been repro- 

duced as straight lines, this is obviously not tKeir true for«.    A closer approximation # 

to its real shape would make the licensor's preference curve tond asymptotically 
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towards the ordinato oxiu incteel of inter- 

cepting it  at point P, thus rcflooting thu 

reluctance oi the   licensor to forego royalties 

whon tho business outlook is good«    Further, 

the licensor may be expect ci to sot hiiasclf 

tho goal of a rainiraum ro./alt-   rate, thereby 

producing an inflection ii  the curve eft er 

which its alopo will Vgin to alter notino- 

ably, finally becoming vortical.    This can 

be seen in tiie figure to the right. 

It is worth noting that while attitudes regarding risk and profit may explain 

why the parties have different  preferences for a particular form of payment,  thono 

preforcnccB are influenced to a very high degree by the information available to them 

regarding the- market, the technology and one another,  and it is this information which 

is an cesential factor in shaping their expectations and thus in determining their 

preferences as between fixed foes or royalties. 

If the preference curver of the potential licensor and licensee arc plotted on 

the same graph, the result will look like Figure 3,  about which the following comments 

are in order: 

1. The area of negotiation between licensor and licensee is limited 3olely to 

the points contained within the figure rQIt, which is obtainou by superimposing the 

alternatives acceptable to both parties.    Each of these "possible points", with the 

exception of those along the axis of abscissas between r and R> represent fixed foe- 

royalty combinations acceptablr to both sides. 

2. The "possible points- do not necessarily correspond to equal monetary values 

for licensor and licensee;    neither,  consequently, does any one point represent 

identical degrees of risk for both partios.    In short, the points contained within the 

figure rQR are tho expression, in terms ef objective and measurable variables 

(royalties and fixed feos),  of the criteria and expectations of the potential parties 

to the negotiation. 
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Th1S graphic representation bring, us back in elliptical fashion to our analysis 

and discussion of the parent  formula listed above.    What we have, therefore    i8 

graphic confirmation that  parent methods   ;,  ( and 7 arc mo. ly combinations of the 
two baBic B¿thodB,    royalties an, fiawd ftuS.    Hljthoda 6 and ? . ^^ ^ ^ 

Plus royalties,  and initial fo, plus p.rioiic fixu,. foc  plus royalticUi  rc;cpcctively . 

arc financial  variation, of the pebbly ne l,B£t common method 5 - initial fo, plu* 
royalties. 

As Wu hav. already point od out, the  shape of .ach party, preference curve Kill 

be determined by the expectations of botji regarding the performance of the receiving 

&&.    Or, to put it   differently, we might   say that  each sid, .8 basic atti7ud7¡T 

the start  of the negotiation* iB an indicator - sometimes the only one available - of 

what it  expects to gain from the future contract.    It would therefore seem useful,  if 

only as a theoretical  exercise, to look into the relationship between expectations 
and negotiating positions. 

Basically,  two situation, ar,  possible with aspect to  expectations»    the expecta- 

tions of licensor and license may . ither coincide or differ.    In th« first   situation 

whenth. expectations of both parties regarding t,e licensee.s performance coincide, 

they may agree that the  licensee has a high probability of success (case Ss)  or a high 

probability of failure  (cas. Ff).    Tn the second  situation,  in which expectations 

differ, the license ffitiy K .evident  of tlu   succss of the licensee „hilo the latter 

belxeves his own likelihood of succès, te  ee small  (case Sf),  or else, conversely, 

the licensee may regard his probability of  success as high w .ile the licensor thinks 
otherwise  (caso FE). 

In case Ss,  th. essential  elements in the attitude, of licensor and licensee 

are expressed graphically in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and may be  summarized as follows: 

1. The licensor is willing to accept  lou royalty payments in order to gain e 

share in a potentially  successful venture.    Conversely,  if he is obliged to accept a 

fixed fee,  he will do so  ,nly if it  is large enough to compensate him for not  sharing 
in a possible success. 

2. The licen.ee would accept  low or .ero royalty parents in order to keep for 

himself the profits of a possibly successful venture.    If obliged to pay a fixed fee 

ho would accept  a high one in order to avoid the payment  cf royalties. 
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If the curves are assumed to take the foro of ctraight lines, two possibilities 
can be represented« 

1. The lice isee's expectations are   .lightly more favo rabio than the 

licensor's (Figure 4.I); 

2. The licensee's expectations, although good, are slightly less favourable 

than the licensor's (Figure 4.2). 

In the first  case (Figure 4.I), the area of coincidence will be that described 

by the figure rQR, representing the sot of ;ifixcd fee-royalty" combinations in which 

the royalty amounts arc lower than those in the first  cituation. 

What is important in this case is that the royalty and fixed-fee levels arc 

determined not on the basis of the "absolute" expectations of both parties, but 

primarily as a result of a comparison between the potential partners' expectations. 

Although many different variables arc responsible for determining the exact bargaining 

torms, it will be noted that this theoretical case is based on negotiations between 

two soundly based enterprises, this being particularly evident  in the case of the 

licensee.    In this event, minor differences in information and/or expectations can 

shift the negotiations from area FQp to rQR, or vice versa, resulting in significant 

economic differences over +he short and long term 

In case Ff, where   joth parties' expoctationc are "pessimistic" regarding tho 

project, the attitudes will bo as follows: 

1. The licensor will prefer even a small fixed fee in ordor to guarantee him- 

self a minimum return in tho event of failure.    If obliged to accept a royalty arrange- 

mont, he will do so only if it is high enough to ensure him some return in the event 

of very poor sales. 

2. The licensee will prof or to pay high royalties rather than a fixed fee, in 

order to avoid costs in the event of failure. He will accept a fixed fee only if it 

i8 low and would not represent a serious burden in the event of failure. 

This case is typical of high-risk projects and once again demonstrates the 

importance of the "relative expectations" of each party (Figures 5.I and 5.2), which 

give riso to as many different possibilities as in the case Ss.    If, given a pessimistic 
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outlook on tooth sides, the licensee's expectations arc slightly more favourable than 

the licensors (Figuro 5.1), the area of coincidence will be located in PQp. If, on 

the other hand, tho expectations of the licensee are relatively less favourable than 

those of the licensor, the area of coincidence will be located in rQR (Pigiare 5.2). 

The numerical magnitudes resulting from either situation will obviously differ, 

although a point worth mentioning is that, where the project proves successful, an 

agreement  in the area rQR will tend to cost more than one in the area PQp, something 

that is also true in the case Ss. 

If, for lack of information, for example, the licensee takes the attitude 

roproscntod in Figure 5.2, "but later achievos success, the economic burden of the 

royaltios will be much greater than it would have been if he had assessed the 

situation more accurately. 

It  is quite obvious,  of course, that fiims operating in the business world are 

forover being confronted with options and "dpjngers"  of the type discussed above, and 

it is almost superfluous to call attention to them.    Nevertheless, tho quality of the 

information which the licensor can pass on to the licensee plays a key role here. 

Generally speaking, the technical know-how on the market is of proved production 

efficiency, and if the licensee lias been properly informod as to what  is involved and 

required, his starting position will be greatly improved.    The licensor, however, will 

resist making this information available    Expressing this in terms of Figures 5.I 

and 5.2, it might be said to be equivalent to shifting the negotiations from rQR to 

PQp, which over the long term is to the economic disadvantage of the licensor.    This 

explains why, as in the case Ss, measures to encourage the prior release of informa- 

tion aro so necessary, along with assistance in obtaining information on market 

opportunities and on the usual negotiating conditions in the area of activity under 

consideration. 

The firct case in which the expectations of the two potential contracting parties 

differ is when the licensor is confident  of the economic BUCOQBB of the liconsoe, 

while tho licensee himself believes that  suoh success is far loss probable (case Sf). 

In effect, this situation represents a combination of the expectations attributed 

to the licensor in caso Ss and those attributed to the licensee in case Ff.    It is 

represented in Figure 6, in which the licensor attempts to secure royalty payments, 

even though small, and will accept a fixed foo only if it is sufficiently high. 
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The licensee,  rather than commit himself to a fixed foe, will prefer to make 

high royalty payments.    The appropriate curves ero thus PR and pr respectively, whioh 

will be more or lec3 steep to the extent that licensor arid licensee feel confident  in 

their expectations,  favourable in the cas. of th^ former,  unfavourable in the case 

of the latter. 

It  is clear that the area of negotiation will ",e RQr and that the probability of 

the agreement's including high royalties will depend, among other factors, on the 

licensor's ability to detect the uncertainty of the licensee as evidenced by his 

willingness to accept  royalty obligations as high as r. 

In practice, this case is typical of situations involving projects whose aim is 

to introduce a totally neu product to the market  of the  potential licensee.    In suoh 

a situation, the licensee, because of his uncertainty regarding acceptance of the 

product, the sales costs he vii 11 incur and the problems ho will have to face, will 

tend to reveal his thinking in the form of a curve similar to pr in Figure 6. 

In this case, the strengthening of the licensee's negotiating position dependa 

essentially on his ability to evaluate his chances of success,  and to do this he must 

have access to information which the licensor is almost  certain to possess.    This 

process of improving one's negotiating stance could be described as an effort to trans- 

form curve pr of Figure 6 into curve pr of Figure 4.1 and,  possibly, 4.2. 

The obverse of the previous case is that involving a licensor who lacks confidence 

in the success of the licensee, while the latter firmly believes in it.   Following 

the same lino of reasoning as befrro, we rc-y assume that  this  situation can be 

graphically represented by Figure 7;   in which the area of negotiation is PQp.    In 

this case, the royalties finally agreed upon might be  zero, while the fixed feo - 

minimum for the licensor and maximum for the licensee - would correspond to the 

ordinate at point Q, the value of which would obviously fall with a decline in the 

expectations of the licensor. 

Sinco the curve representing the licensor's position tends to grow steeper as his 

expectations rise, with the licensee's curve behaving similarly, graphic analyst« makes 

it cloar that, ultimately, the more realistic the licensee's expectations (which 

wholly dotermine the course of the negotiations), the more ooonomic will the final 

agreements be in the event of success.    It is true to say that factual considerations, 

such as the licensee's capacity, the appropriateness of the technology and even the 

opportunities of the market, will affect the final agreement only to the degree that 

these variables are reflected in the expectations of the two sides. 

I 
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The sohomatic approach doscribud above may also provide a partial explanation of 

th'.' clear prcferonoc shown by licensees for royaltio6 as a paymont formula,  since this 

method involves th    least financial risk in the event of failure.   There is a basic 

discrepancy between the positions of the licensor and the licensee which arises out 

of the different economic risks they face when undertaking a projoot.    The former, 

the licensor, risks a loss of profit over a limited period) of time, which usually moans 

that, should the project not be realized, he will be unable to take it up again later. 

Tho licensee', on the other hand, has to considor the investments which he has made, 

or will make in connexion with the project, as well as the profits he hopos to realise 

from thorn - profits which are normally not incidental to his principal operation, as 

is customarily true in the case of the licensor, but on which may depend the entire 
future of his firm. 

One result of the licensee's lesser relative capacity to take risks is that he 

is often obliged to accept methods of payment, such as royaltios, which prove more 

ejcpensivo in the long run.    In the analysis given above we have indicated, for eaoh 

set of oircumstanees, the licensor»s possible response in the light of his expectations, 

which, precisely because he is a seller of technology ... and expsrisnot, are frequently 
closer to reality. 
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